The 302 quiz 3 production consists of twenty questions. Of the first ten, you’ve previously seen nine. Of the twenty questions, two are MC, one is SA, and the rest are TF. It is important to realize D2L realigns question order.

1. Business relationships in the jingle business (from lecture);

2. AIDA;

3. Working on spec;

4. Widely used session drummers;

5. Hiring musicians under an AFM agreement;

6. Standard for producing music for TV;

7. A “baby band” question;

8. An artist’s responsibility for production;

9. A Leslie speaker cabinet;

10. Pre-production;

11 -- 20 are Glossary questions. Four questions begin with the letter C, two questions begin with the letter D, one question begins with the letter F, one question begins with the letter I, and two questions begins with the letter L.